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Abstract
One of the biggest hurdles for the effective analysis of data collected on social platforms is the need for deeper
insights on the content of this data. Emotion annotation can bring new perspectives on this issue and can enable
the identification of content–specific features. This study aims at investigating the ways in which variation in online
toxic content can be explored through emotions detection . The paper describes the emotion annotation of three
different corpora in French which all belong to toxic content (extremist content, sexist content and hateful content
respectively). To this end, first a fine-grained annotation parser of emotions was used to automatically annotate
the data sets. Then, several empirical studies were carried out to characterize the content in the light of obtained
emotional categories. Results suggest that emotion annotations can provide new insights for online content analysis
and stronger empirical background for automatic toxic content detection.
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1. Introduction
Social platforms enable new forms of interactions
between users from different countries and cul-
tures and play a central role in shaping the society
(Domínguez et al., 2019). More specifically, those
networks have a profound impact on propagating
toxic or harmful content, such as extremist, hateful
or violent messages and ideas (Castaño-Pulgarín
et al., 2021). There is a need to understand the
nature of online content in order to develop a re-
sponse that accounts for the threat the propaga-
tion of those messages may pose to the society.
As empirical evidence shows that emotions, and
especially negative ones, trigger content spread
(Berger, 2016), the question of emotion density in
toxic content arises.
This paper explores the emotional density of three
corpora of online data in French having (poten-
tially) harmful content (see section 3 for the de-
scription those three corpora). Moreover, the pa-
per also looks into the way these three corpora
diverge in terms of categories of emotions con-
veyed. To investigate to what extent emotions can
help the characterization of corpora falling under
the umbrella of toxic content (Thomas et al., 2021)
is pf particular interest. Furthermore, our special
concern is to investigate to what extent categories
of emotions (e.g. Joy, Sadness, etc.) are dis-
tributed in a comparable way (or not) in different
corpora. Intuitively, it can be doubted for example
that emotions are distributed in a comparable way
in sexist data and in hateful data.

Most approaches for online data analysis focus on
building models for automated detection of spe-
cific toxic attitudes , such as sexism (Kumar et al.,
2021), misogyny (Pamungkas et al., 2020b) or
hate (Ketsbaia et al., 2020). For those models, de-
tection is cast as a binary classification task (e.g.
hateful vs. non hateful, sexist vs. non sexist).
However this binary classification fails to capture
the nuances of content and there is a need to de-
velop annotated corpora that can shed a better
light on the features that allow making the distinc-
tion, such as emotions as investigated in this pa-
per. Currently, corpora annotated with emotions
are scarce, and most of the resources have been
created for English. This paper addresses those
challenges, and has the following main contribu-
tions:

• A new task is proposed in the field of online
discourse characterization, focusing on the
emotional analysis of three types of toxic data
in French collected online;

• The construction of three textual corpora hav-
ing two layers of characterization, indicating
both the type of toxic attitude and the cate-
gories of conveyed emotions. Those corpora
can be used by the research community for
further experiments;

• The paper contributes to the development of
resources for languages different from En-
glish and focuses on building emotionally an-
notated corpora in French.
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The reminder of the paper is structured as follows :
Section 2 discusses related approaches address-
ing the characterization of toxic content and the
emotional annotation of social data. Section 3 of-
fers an overview of corpora, while data processing
is presented in section 4, with emphasis on emo-
tional annotation. Case studies and experiments
are presented in section 5 and the last section con-
cludes the paper and sketches directions for future
work.

2. Related Approaches
The analysis of online data has attracted notice-
able attention in the last years in the field of nat-
ural language processing (NLP). To ground the
study, this section presents related approaches
along two dimensions: the first discusses com-
putational methods to detect online hate, sexism,
violence and other toxic content in social media
posts; the second investigates more specifically
approaches taking into account the emotions as
they are expressed in languages.

2.1. Detection of toxic discourse on
social media

Sexism detection is a topic largely addressed by
research efforts tackling online data analysis. An
exhaustive approach for sexism detection in Span-
ish is presented in (Rodríguez-Sánchez et al.,
2020). The study aims to understand how sexism
is expressed in social networks conversations and
first builds a corpus of sexist expressions as iden-
tified in tweets. This resource is further used to
train and test several traditional and deep learning
approaches. By using a variety of features, the au-
thors compare those approaches and shows that
BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) provide the best de-
tection results and reaches an accuracy of around
74% for sexism detection. The study also provides
an analysis of errors, and shows that the accuracy
of detection is affected by both linguistic phenom-
ena (irony, sarcasm) and the limited size of the
corpus.
Detection of online hate across several language
is discussed in (Corazza et al., 2020). In this pa-
per, a robust neural architecture is developed and
several experiment are carried out to evaluate the
robustness of this architecture when processing
online data in three languages: Italian, English
and German. Most specifically, the authors inves-
tigate the contribution of several components in-
cluding text features such as word embeddings,
unigrams and bigrams, but also emotions, hash-
tags and emojis. Conclusions are summarized in
the form of findings: for example, using domain-
specific embeddings improves the performance of
approaches for all languages, although taking into
account the set of emojis yields the best accuracy

for English, but has no impact on German. The
summary of findings can guide the development
of novel approaches for online hate detection.
Detection of swearing, a particular type of offen-
sive language is tackled in (Pamungkas et al.,
2020a). The main contribution of the paper is the
development of the SWAD corpus, composed of
tweets that are manually annotated for swearing
at word level. This corpus is then used to train
learning models to perform automatic detection
of swearing, and the authors show that the fine-
grained annotation improves the accuracy of de-
tection. In addition, an in-depth analysis of results
provides new insights on the most predictive fea-
tures allowing the detection. Results show that bi-
grams, emotion and syntactic features all improve
the classification performance, while the Twitter
features (hashtags) have a detrimental effect de-
creasing the accuracy of learning models.
Those approaches discuss methods developed to
detect different types of toxic content by ignor-
ing linguistic phenomena such as irony and sar-
casm. However, several studies show that for in-
stance, sarcasm can also be a source of abusive
and harmful content (Frenda et al., 2022).

2.2. Emotion annotation for social media
analysis

As shown above, detection of toxic content is an
established task for NLP research community, al-
though the recognition of linguistic phenomena like
expressions of emotions within this type of con-
tent received less attention. Some contributions to
emotion investigation for social data analysis inde-
pendently of the question of toxic content are listed
below.
EmoEvent is a corpus manually annotated with
seven labels for emotion categorisation: six ba-
sic emotions from the Ekman model (Ekman et al.,
1999) (Anger, Disgust, Fear, Joy, Sadness, Sur-
prise) and an additional neutral or other emotion
for unspecified cases (Plaza-del Arco et al., 2020).
The corpus comprises tweets in English and Span-
ish and it is based on events, such as festivals, in-
cidents political unrest or global strikes. The cor-
pora was used mainly to observe the differences
in how people express their emotions, and the pa-
per also presents preliminary results on using thus
corpus for automatic detection of emotions in so-
cial posts. The authors also performed prelimi-
nary experiments on emotion detection, and re-
sults show that classifiers trained on the corpora
identify more accurately Joy and Sadness, while
the other emotions (Fear, Anger, Disgust and Sur-
prise) remain difficult to detect for the classifier.
The integration of several corpora annotated with
emotion according to various guidelines and anno-
tation schemata is presented in (Oberländer and
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Klinger, 2018). After analysing all annotation for-
mats and comparing annotated corpora, the au-
thors developed a unified format for emotion an-
notation, taking into account the features and ad-
vantages of each annotation schema. Then, all
corpora have been mapped to this format in order
to build an integrated resource. The aggregated
corpora can be used for enhanced experiments,
as it offers a variety of corpora augmented with
annotations layers. The benchmark allows to var-
ious users to select the most suitable corpus for
a specific domain and opens up the possibility of
enhanced experiments, such as transfer learning
and domain adaptation, although there are no fur-
ther indications about how predictive the emotion
annotations can be.
In order to simplify the emotion annotation task,
EmolLabel, a semi-automatic annotation method-
ology is presented in (Canales et al., 2019) .
EmoLabel consists of two phases; first, the pre-
annotation used both supervised and unsuper-
vised approaches in order to label sentences by
using emotion categories; then, a manual refine-
ment allows validating the annotation labels. Ex-
periments show that the global methodology, com-
bining automatic preannotation and expert vali-
dation is more effective and less time consum-
ing. Most specifically, the supervised preannota-
tion provides better results in terms of inter anno-
tator agreement.
In the field of NLP, automatic analysis of emo-
tions in written texts is generally addressed ex-
clusively through the notion of emotional category
(e.g. Joy, Fear, etc.) - often with a focus on
a sole linguistic mean to express emotions, the
emotional lexicon. However, as pointed out by
linguistics (Micheli, 2014), psycho-linguistic works
(Creissen and Blanc, 2017) and NLP very recent
works (Troiano et al., 2023), (Cortal et al., 2023),
this is not sufficient to explore, and then to identify,
emotions in their diversity of modes of expressions
in texts. Moreover, from a strictly NLP and/or in-
formation extraction point of view, there is a need
to consider the huge diversity of emotion expres-
sions (thus, not only the strictly lexical ones) in or-
der to better quantitatively capture the emotions.
For example, emotions can be expressed by inter-
jections, as described in (Fraisse and Paroubek,
2015) or emojis (Battistelli et al., 2023). They can
also be revealed by appraisals as described in
(Klinger, 2023), behaviours or suggestions as pre-
sented in (Etienne et al., 2022).
(Etienne, 2023).
The work presented in this paper is closely related
to those approaches. The originality stems from
the nature of data used, namely toxic content in
French and the compared analysis of those cor-
pora with respect to their emotional dimension.

3. Overview of Corpora
The work uses a collection of three distinct cor-
pora for which we analyzed the emotional dimen-
sion. Twitter was used as a data source for this
research as it allows quick and relatively easy ac-
cess to people’s views and opinions. In addition,
views shared on social media often complement
data collected through traditional methods (e.g.
questionnaires in sociology) andmay capture orig-
inal views that are possibly underrepresented us-
ing othermethods of data gathering. Corpora were
collected on social platforms and are categorized
by indicating several types of toxic attitudes: sex-
ist, hateful, extremist, as described hereafter.

Corpus of right-wing extremist attitude
(henceforth named C1) This corpus was created
by a previous project investigating the nature
of extremism online 1 NOTE BAS FLYER. It
comprises Tweets and messages collected on
discussion forums (Dragos et al., 2022). Data
was collected by using a combination of hashtags
and keywords that are specific to right-wing
extremism. The corpus was manually explored
by two experts in sociology (one is a senior
researcher in education sciences and the other
one is a post doc in sociology with a background
in social communication) in order to validate the
content. Thanks to this expert validation, the
corpus was certified as conveying radical attitude
and was divided into two categories, composed of
radical extremist and non-radical extremist data,
respectively. Although the entire collection is
composed of extremist content, those finer cate-
gories (radical and non-radical) have a practical
meaning, from a sociology-specific perspective
and highlight differences of sources, hashtags and
keywords. The corpus comprises 1728 textual
units (composed of several sentences), out of
which 1129 were labeled as radical extremist and
the remaining 599 were annotated as non-radical
extremist. This corpus is slightly imbalanced.
Sentences (E1) and (E2) show non-radical and
radical examples.
E1: Ils veulent que vous restez pauvres. (They
want you to stay poor.)
E2: La France doit rester la France, notre patrie
sacrée. (France must remain France, our sacred
homeland.

Corpus of sexist attitude (henceforth named
C2) This corpus was created by a previous study
dedicated to sexism detection in online data (Chiril
et al., 2020) in French. The collection comprises
around 12 000 tweets collected online and manu-
ally annotated with two labels indicating whether
a tweet is sexist or non-sexist. The distribution

1https://anr.fr/Projet-ANR-19-ASTR-0012
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of tweets is not balanced, and the collection com-
prises 7789 non-sexist tweets and 4046 tweets la-
belled as sexist.
The following examples illustrate sexist (E3) and
non sexist (E4) tweets:
E3: Vous vous dites femmes vous savez même
pas faites des pâtes, bande de connasse (You say
you’re women you don’t even know how to make
pasta, you bitch)
E4: Les bleues font un très, très, très bon match !
#FRANOR@X (The blue ones make a very, very,
very good game! #FRANOR @X)
Corpus of hateful attitude (henceforth named
C3) This corpust comprises around 600 Tweets
manually collected to highlight hateful and non
hateful attitude (Battistelli et al., 2020). The main
goal of this resource was to facilitate the bi-
nary classification of hateful/ non hateful Tweets
and thus the corpus is annotated with hateful/
non-hateful labels. The annotation was carried
out manually by taking into account the main
characteristics of online hateful content, as high-
lighted by definitions largely adopted in the lit-
erature (Malecki et al., 2021). This data set is
well balanced, and the two classes (hateful and
non-hateful) contain almost the same number of
tweets.
The following examples illustrate hateful (E6) and
non hateful (E5) tweets:
E5: Quand il s’agit d’entretenir les ́etrangers para-
sites on est toujours sur de trouver les gauchistes.
(When it comes to nurture the parasitic foreigners
we are always sure to find the leftists.)
E6: J’espère que tu vas avoir un cancer et mourir!
(I hope you get cancer and die!)
Remarks: all corpora contain user-generated
data that was collected online in the frame of differ-
ent projects and by different research teams. The
collections have different size AND nature /// and
annotations///, as shown in Table 1 and Table 2.

Corpus Nature Balanced
C1 Radical vs. NonRadical NON
C2 Sexist vs.NonSexist NON
C3 Hateful vs.NonHateful YES

Table 1: Characteristics of the three corpora

Corpus Size Type
C1 1728 text units Tweets, forums
C2 12 000 tweets Tweets
C3 600 Tweets Tweets

Table 2: Size and type of corpus C1, C2 and C3

Data was collected with specific keywords and
hashtags, which is to say related to extrem-
ism, sexism and hate, but without using emotion-
specific markers. These corpora were chosen for
two main reasons: first, all data were collected
online, and therefore one can detect emotions as
often people share data on social platforms by
adding their own thoughts and feelings; toxic con-
tent is also released, as online anonymity allows
users to express themselves without reservation.
second, corpora reveal different attitudes, which
makes it possible to test the robustness of the an-
notation schema in different contexts.

4. Data Processing and Emotion
Annotation

4.1. General architecture
The general architecture developed for this work
includes three steps: pre-processing of data, emo-
tional annotation, and analysis of emotions distri-
butions, as shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Overview of the general architecture

Pre-processing filters out URLs and performs
lemmatization and tokenization.
The next steps of the methodology are presented
hereafter: section 4.2 discusses the annotation
tool, while the last two steps will be detailed in sec-
tion 4.2, as they are specific to use cases.

4.2. Annotation Tool for Emotion
Detection

The annotation tool adopted for this work was
developed independently of the task of online
toxic content characterization. This paragraph de-
scribes the tool, the underlying annotation schema
and the tool evaluation.
Emotion annotation schema This work used
Emotyc, the parser of emotions in French devel-
oped by (Battistelli et al., 2022). Emotyc was
trained on a French genre-diversified corpus of
texts (three genres have been considered: fic-
tional, encyclopedic and journalistic) manually an-
notated with different kinds of emotional labels
as they are described in an annotation schema
(Etienne, 2023). The annotation schema inte-
grates relevant notions from linguistic and psycho-
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linguistic perspectives to characterize emotions
and describes emotional textual units by consid-
ering three main features, see Fig. 2:

Figure 2: Emotions annotation schema

Emotion mode: this feature indicates how the
emotion is expressed. Emotions can be: labeled,
displayed, suggested or behavioural.
Labeled emotions are directly designated trough
an emotional label, i.e. an emotional lexicon word,
such as ”happy”, ”anger”or ”afraid” (Creissen and
Blanc, 2017), (Micheli, 2014). Fig. 3 shows an
example of Pride annotation, where the emotion
is clearly specified in the text.

Figure 3: Labelled annotation of type Pride

Displayed emotions are conveyed by various lin-
guistic characteristics of utterances, that occur
when the speaker feels an emotion at the time
of utterance. These characteristics show that
the speaker was experiencing an emotion. The
reader/interlocutor relies on them to infer the emo-
tional state of the speaker. Markers that display an
emotion take many forms, for instance words like
interjections (e.g. “oh”), syntactic structures like
nominal sentences (e.g. “So many presents !”), or
typographic marks (e.g. “!”) (Micheli, 2014).
Suggested emotions are expressed through the
description of situations associated with emotions
by social conventions. Thanks to these conven-
tions, the reader/interlocutor infers the emotion
from the depicted situation (Creissen and Blanc,
2017); (Micheli, 2014). For instance, in many
western European societies, receiving a present
is usually associated with a positive emotion, like
Joy. Describing this type of situation can thus con-
vey Joy.
Fig. 4 shows an example of suggested annota-
tion of type Sadness. For this example, the emo-
tion type is not directly indicated in the sentence

but rather inferred from the seed catastrophique
(catastrophic).

Figure 4: Suggested annotation of Type Sadness

Behavioral emotions are indicated by descriptions
of emotional behaviors, for example “crying” or
“smiling” (Creissen and Blanc, 2017). The reader
relies on the depicted behavior to infer the emotion
felt by the character.
Emotion type and category. Those features
deal with the emotional category and the type of
emotions, as expressed by the annotated mark-
ers. The annotation schema introduces eleven
categories, that can be basic or complex, see table
3.

Basic emotions Complex emotions
Anger, Disgust Admiration, Guilt
Joy, Sadness Embarrassment
Fear, Surprise Pride, Jealousy

Table 3: Types and categories of emotions

The six basic emotions are those introduced in
(Ekman et al., 1999): Anger, Disgust, Joy, Fear,
Surprise and Sadness. Four of the complex cat-
egories were taken from (Blanc and Quénette,
2017) and (Davidson, 2006) and includeGuilt, Em-
barrassment, Pride and Jealousy. Admiration was
added as a fifth complex category to better bal-
ance emotion types in the schema. Each of the
eleven categories corresponds to more specific
identifications of emotions. For instance, Anger
regroups anger but also Annoyance, Rage and
Fury. Since the schema’s eleven categories are
not sufficient to account for the diversity of emo-
tions, an additional unit called Other was de-
fined. It is to be used to annotatemarkers express-
ing other emotions not captured by the previous
eleven categories such as Disdain, Love orHate.
When a textual unit conveys several emotions at
the same time, the features Category2 and Type2
can be used to tell which second emotion is ex-
pressed. When only one emotion is detected, the
default value of those features is “None”.
Emotyc, an automatic parser of emotions in
texts The manual application of the annotation
schema on a corpus of more than 1,500 French
texts diversified in genres allowed creating an
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emotion-annotated corpus. This corpus was used
to develop the Emotyc classifier, a tool for the au-
tomatic analysis of emotions in texts. Emotyc was
developed using deep learning techniques and
more specifically the CamemBERT model (Martin
et al., 2019). Emotyc performs automatic anno-
tation, as shown in fig. 5 and carries out emo-
tion analysis at several incremental levels: [task
A] predicting whether or not a sentence contains
an emotion; [task B)] if so, which type of mode of
expression is used; [task C] whether it is a basic
or complex emotion; and [task D] which emotional
category it falls into.

Figure 5: Annotation procedure

2

The Emotyc classifier efficiently finds emotional
information and achieves good performances for
example: whether a sentence conveys emotions
(value of F1 = 0.74), identification of emotionmode
(value of F1 = 0.80), detection of the basic type of
emotions ( value of F1 = 0.71). For emotion cate-
gory identification, the classifier achieves surprise
the values of (F1 0.71 for Surprise and F1 =0.67
for Fear battistellichaine.

Evaluation of Emotyc on social data The qual-
ity of Emotyc annotations was evaluated by com-
paring the set of Emotyc annotations against a set
of manual annotations carried out by linguistic ex-
perts on the extremist corpus only.
The evaluation considers two Emotyc tasks: [task
A] predicting whether or not a sentence contains
an emotion and [task D] which emotional category
it falls into.
The measures of Precision, Recall and F-Measure
were estimated. Tables 5 and 4 show the values
of those measures for Tasks A and D.
Those tables show high values of Precision but low
values of Recall, for both tasks A and D.

2The Emotyc classifier is integrated into the auto-
matic text processing chain of the TextToKids project
through Emotyc to extract emotional descriptors. The
tool can be tested online at the following address:
http://texttokids.ortolang.fr.

Measure Precision Recall F-Measure
Values 0.85 0.34 0.49

Table 4: Detection of emotional sentences (task A)

Measure Precision Recall F-Measure
Values 0.80 0.25 0.38

Table 5: Detection of emotion categories (task D)

Those values indicate that Emotyc provides anno-
tations of good quality, while having a low capacity
to detect all the emotions conveyed by the corpora.
Analysis of errors and ambiguous cases In
order to understand the low values of Recall,
50 annotated sentences have been randomly se-
lected and analysed by a human annotator and the
system. First, the evaluation highlighted an intrin-
sic drawback of Emotyc, namely a majority of false
positives for Admiration. For example, examples
E7 and E8 illustrate erroneous annotations, as Ad-
miration was detected by Emotyc, although there
is no such emotion according to human analysis:
E7: Mais attention de ne pas penser que les
MGTOW ne veulent absolument pas fonder une
famille ou vivre en couple. (But be careful not to
think that MGTOWs do not want to have a family
or live as a couple.)
E8: Inutile de vouloir redresser les choses à
grande échelle. (There is no point trying to scale
up.)
Since Emotyc is a CamemBERT-basedmodel, the
over detection of Admiration can be due to bias in
the training of the initial language model. Other er-
rors occur when Emotyc fails to detect emotional
sentences, as shown in the following example, an-
notated with Anger by expert annotation but not
identified as conveying emotion by Emotyc.
E9: Elles bafouent publiquement les lois
françaises. (They publicly flout the French
laws).
The evaluation also identified several ambiguous
cases, when both human annotation and Emotyc
detect emotions but they are different, and more
specifically there is no clear distinction between
the types of emotions. The following example
shows an ambiguous case, manually annotated
with Pride and annotated with Joy by Emotyc.
E10: Fiers de notre héritage et confiant en notre
avenir, nous ne recoulerons pas! (Proud of our
heritage and confident in our future, we will not
step back).
Erroneous and ambiguous cases highlighted by
the qualitative analysis have also an impact on the
values of Precision and Recall.
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Emotyc was used for emotion annotation of the
three corpora conveying toxic attitudes and de-
scribed in section 3. Results are presented here-
after.

5. Experiments and case studies
Experiments were carried out by in the following
settings: first, Emotyc is used for automatic anno-
tation of all corpora; then the distribution of emo-
tion annotations is analysed manually.

Analysis of Emotion Distribution This para-
graph details the results of annotation and discus
some interesting findings related to the results of
the annotation task.
As a global indicator, the density of emotion anno-
tations was calculated for all corpora by dividing
the number of emotions annotations by the size of
the corpus, as shown in table 6.

Corpus Annotations Density of emotions
C1 972 56.25
C2 6816 56.80
C3 534 89.00

Table 6: Density of emotions for corpora C1, C2
and C3

The values of emotion density show that corpora
C1 and C2 have similar percentages of emotions,
in spite of their distinct size, nature and collection
mode. In addition, the density of emotions in cor-
pus C3 is very high, although the corpus is com-
posed on hateful and non hateful messages. A
more detailed analysis of emotion annotation at
corpus level is described hereafter.

Emotion annotations in C1 corpus Tables 7
and 8 show the distribution of emotion categories
within the two classes of C1 corpus: the radical
and non-radical classes, respectively.

Anger Admiration Fear Sadness Surprise
188 144 99 75 52
30.12 23.07 15.86 12.01 8.33

Table 7: C1: NonRadical: distribution of emotion
categories

Anger Admiration Fear Sadness Surprise
108 91 62 45 35
27.76 23.39 15.93 11.56 7.45

Table 8: C1: Radical: distribution of emotion cat-
egories

As illustrated above, the two classes have a very
similar distribution of emotions, with Anger, Admi-
ration and Fear being the most prominent emo-
tions detected. Not only the top five emotions are
identical, but the values of their proportions are
very similar as well.
This result can be explained by the nature of the
corpus: although radical and non-radical classes
have been identified as such by researchers in so-
ciology, the whole corpus gathers extremist data.
From a practical standpoint, the annotation with
emotions is not able to highlight the features that
are specific to each classes, given the similar-
ity of their content. The fine-grained granularity
of classes requires humane expertise in order to
make a distinction.
Emotion annotations in C2 corpus Tables 9
and 10 show the distribution of emotions within the
two classes (sexist and non-sexist) of the sexist
corpus.

Anger Admiration Sadness Surprise Fear
1131 698 411 260 222
35.85 22.13 13.03 8.24 7.03

Table 9: C2: Sexist: distribution of emotion cate-
gories

Anger Admiration Joy Surprise Sadness
1261 978 501 415 407
30.49 23.65 11.11 10.03 9.84

Table 10: C2: NonSexist: distribution of emotion
categories

The tables show a distinct distribution of emo-
tions for sexist and non-sexist content, but not as
clear as the distinction between hate and hon date
classes. Thus, the first two relevant emotions are
identical for both classes: Anger and Admiration.
Moreover, Anger is more frequent in the sexist
class, having 35.85% of all emotion occurrences,
while the percentage for the non sexist class is
slightly lower (30.49%). In addition, differences
occur only for the third, fourth and sixth emotions
detected and annotated.
The distribution of emotions shows that, although
emotions are different in the sexist and non-sexist
classes, the differences are not very clearly em-
phasized by emotion annotation.
Emotion annotations in corpus C3 The distri-
bution of emotions within the classes of the online
hate dots set is shown in tables 11 and 12.
The distribution of emotions highlights a clear dis-
tinction between the hate and non-hate classes.
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Anger Admiration Sadness Surprise Fear
213 45 44 14 13
61.5 13 12.71 4.04 3.75

Table 11: C3: Hate: distribution of emotion cate-
gories

Admiration Surprise Anger Joy Sadness
73 36 32 21 16
35.78 17.64 15.68 10.29 7.84

Table 12: C3: NonHate: distribution of emotion
categories

While Anger is the most relevant emotion for the
hate class, followed by Admiration and Sadness,
the non hate class exhibits Admiration, Surprise
and Anger as specific emotions. The values are
also significantly different: while Anger represents
61.5% of the overall emotions identified in the hate
class, but only 15.68 of emotions detected in non-
hate class. Moreover, Admiration covers 35.78 of
emotions in non-hate class, but only 13% for hate
class.
The comparison of emotions and their values as
detected in both classes shows a clear distinction
between hate and non-hate contents that can be
captured thanks to emotion annotation.

6. Conclusion and Future Work
This paper investigates the emotional dimensions
of data collected on French social platforms. The
study compared, though the lens of emotions,
several corpora having toxic content. Annota-
tion was carried out automatically, by using the
Emotyc tool which is based on a rich annotation
schema. Results indicate that emotions can high-
light differences of and capture variation in on-
line toxic content. More specifically, several cat-
egories of emotions including Anger, Joy, Sur-
prise, Fear and Sadness are identified as the most
prevalent within each corpus.
Case studies described in this paper were con-
ducted on corpora having related topics: sexism
can be considered as a particular type of online
hate, and several connections between extremism
and online hate have been highlighted in the liter-
ature. One practical question was whether there
are similarities of emotion annotations at corpora
level, not only between the classes of the same
corpus. Hence, a global analysis of emotion distri-
bution shows that Anger is the most frequent emo-
tion detected in five cases out of six. The non-hate
is the only class not having Anger as the promi-
nent emotion. These results are in line with pre-
vious studies that demonstrated that Anger is a

prominent emotion characterising extremist con-
tents (Dragos et al., 2022).
The main direction for future work aims at training
accurate models for toxic content detection that
are able to take into account emotion labels. More-
over, fine-tuning of the Emotyc model in order to
cope with the intrinsic limitations highlighted by
this study is also envisioned ,
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